Landis Homes Update
June 1, 2020
This past week has been difficult for many of us as we face uncertainty in our country due to
the Coronavirus and now, due to the nationwide protests that stemmed from the death of
George Floyd. No matter our age, race, income level or hometown, we are all dealing with
many emotions and heavy hearts. It is times like these that we are grateful to be part of this
community – a community of people who pray and who trust that God will walk beside us on
this journey. Let us look to God and each other to help provide peace for this day and hope
for the future.
Current Positive & Pending Tests
The Landis Homes campus now has four team members who have tested positive for
COVID-19. The first two cases of Healthcare Center workers were deemed low risk by the
Department of Health. The two new cases are Personal Care staff. We continue to work
closely with the Department of Health to investigate the current situations, notify individuals
with possible prolonged exposure and mitigate risk. Because the investigation of these two
cases has not been completed, we do not yet know the risk of transmission to others.
Three resident tests are pending, the two we mentioned Friday – one in Personal Care and
one in Healthcare. An additional Personal Care resident was tested this weekend.
PPE Update
A shipment of gowns arrived since last report. We anticipate 10,000 surgical masks will arrive
this week.
Residential Living Reopening Plan
The Landis Homes Campus will remain in the Orange phase this week and through the
weekend. Although Lancaster County will begin the Yellow Phase on Friday, we will begin the
transition on Monday, June 8, 2020. Here are a few details on the changes:
 Checkpoint & Entrances – The checkpoint will be removed on June 8. The East
entrance will remain closed. The Crossings Main entrance will open. Traffic entering the
West Entrance will still need to make a left on Clematis. Doors will remained
locked as they have been.
 Visitors & Screening – Visitors will be permitted in outdoor spaces after they
conduct self-screening in the vestibule of either the Residential Living Entrance
or the Crossings Main Entrance. CDC Guidelines must be followed when
visiting, including physical distancing and wearing face coverings. The
number of visitors per household at any given time is limited to two adults
and the children that are part of that family unit. This includes visitors to
cottages or hybrid homes. Essential visitors may continue to go inside a
residence. Contact Residential Living with questions concerning a
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specific situation. A Residential Living Visitor Guide will be distributed later this week and
will be available at self-screening locations. Signage will be posted next Monday.
Dining – Beginning Wednesday, June 10, 2020, Dining will be take-out only. Call ahead
ordering will continue. Three meals per day will be available from the Garden Room. The
Owl Hill Bistro will serve lunch Monday – Saturday and dinner Wednesday – Friday. Pickup times will be given when the order is placed. Delivery will still be available for a fee of
$3.00 per meal.
Groceries – There will be no Oregon Dairy special orders beginning June 8. Bus trips to
Oregon Dairy will resume on June 9 with two trips each day running on Tuesdays and
Thursdays. Watch WLH for sign-up details. The LH Pantry will take orders for the last time
on June 10 for next day delivery of remaining items. The General Store will be open.

We will highlight other areas of the plan on Friday.
A note regarding Healthcare and Personal Care – these areas of campus must adhere to
different regulations. Therefore, the above plan does not apply. Healthcare and Personal
Care will begin scheduled “Window Visits” on June 8, 2020. Fifteen-minute visits are being
arranged through familyconnections@landis.org or by calling 717.509.5409.
Updates & Reminders
 Universal Testing – As an update to Friday’s report, universal testing of Healthcare
residents and team members will be conducted June 4 and 5. This snapshot in time
will help detect asymptomatic/pre-symptomatic positive residents in order to manage
their care appropriately and to identify asymptomatic/pre-symptomatic team members
so they can be excluded from work as needed to prevent transmission.
 Graduation Photos – You are invited to send graduation photos of your grandchildren
or other family members for a special photo gallery of graduates to be broadcast on
Channel 5. If you would like your graduate to be included, email your photo to
mstipe@landis.org before June 5, 2020.
 Taking Precautions – Even though Lancaster County is moving to the Yellow Phase
on Friday, please remember that it is still essential for all residents of the county,
including each of us at Landis Homes, to take precautions to reduce the spread of the
virus. This includes physical distancing, wearing face coverings when outside of our
residence and washing hands frequently. As was recently shared, "The end of stay-athome orders doesn't mean the pandemic is over. It simply means they currently have
room for you in the Intensive Care Units of hospitals."
 Check the Landis Home website for regular COVID-19 updates. Family and friends
have access to videos and written information at www.landishomes.org/COVID
Residents and family members may contact Jenny Sheckells with questions or
concerns at jsheckells@landis.org or 717.381.3573.
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